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Personal Security; It's a Two-Way Street
by Rob Mark
It was 9:55 am when he tossed
his books down to grab a cup of
coffee for class. He turned his
back on his belongings for a moment. perhaps two at the most.
When he returned from the
machine. all that remained that
he could call his own was a faded
blue denim jacket. The books
that he had recently paid $49 of
his hard earned cash for had
simply 1vanished . As he looked up
and down the corridors. name1es s faces · hurrying in
various directions were all he
saw. Fiction?.. .not really. for
petty thefts at this campus numbered nearly 100 last year and
while the term petty does conjur
thoughts of small change. many
of the items have been textbooks
that are seldom inexpensive.
Sgt. Jack Baker of the
University Department of Safety
and Security said that "over fifty

Don't give a thief a chance ... Be alert!

Are You a Hidden
Diabetic?
Get a FREE BLOOD TEST and
find out.
The Chicago Department of
Health Mobile Unit Staff will give
the Glucose Tolerance Test to
anyone who is at least 18 years of
age and is not a known diabetic.
If you wish to have the test call
Health Service for an appointment. Ext. 355. Walk-ins with no
appointment cannot be accommodated. You must not eat or
drink food or liquid of any kind .
except sips of water for at least
three hours before the test.
This test consists of drinking
&:ounces of orange flavored sugar solution. Exactly one hour

books were stolen last month
alone. and those are only the ones
that are reported ." He estimates
that three books are stolen for
each theft that is made known to
the security force .
The force that seems to remain
almost obscure to most students
numbers about twenty-six when
at full strength. This group is
dlarged with the security of the
entire campus, right down to the
locker that you put those disgusting gym shoes into after class.
Sgt. Baker and his fellow officers
do the best they can with available manpower and time . but they
want · it known that a major
responsibility rests with the students and faculty of this
. University. Don'f give a thief a
chance ... Be Alert ' Make certain
that your office or locker door is
locked before you leave. Don' t
put your belongings down unguarded. As dramatic as some of
this may seem. there are thieves

later a blood sample is drawn
from the arm. The blood goes to
the lab down town for analysis of
the sugar.
In three weeks the results of
the glucose tolerance test will be
mailed to Health Service and you
will be able to _pick up the results
there .
Anyone wishing to assist with
registration of people being
tested please contact Health .
Service Ext. 355. We can use 4 or
5 volunteer helpers from 9 a.m.
to2p .m.
Date of Event: Thursda)
March 16. 19799 :30to2p.m.

constantly cruising the campus.
just waiting for the opportunity
to make a quick profit. Don't give
a thief a chance ... Be alert!
The Security office says that a
simple method to foil a potential
·vQlume vandal' is to mark those
text along the edge of the book
and perpendicular to the page
length. Your name with a magic
marker will do the job nicely.
The book stores have been
alerted to the problem and will
refuse to purchase a book from a
person whose ID does not match
the name on the side. This
system also increases the
possibility that your texts can be
returned to you when they are recovered.
Again. Be Alert ! It's your
responsibility to protect your
own belongings. but should you
fall victim to a thief call Ext. 200
on the campus phone system or
flag down one of the people in the
\ight blue blazers.

ADVANCE REGISTRATION PERIOD
FOR SPRING/SUMMER 1979
,

FEBRUARY 26-MARCH 14
REGISTRATION FORMS MAY BE SUBMITTED TO ADMISSIONS
AND RECORDS OFFICE D101 FROM 8:30-4:30 DAILY. AFTER
HOURS, FORMS MAY BE DEPOSITED IN A "DROP BOX" OUTSIDE
D101 :
SCHEDULES OF CLASSES ARE AVAILABLE FOR PICK-UP AT THE
ADMISSIONS RECORDS OFFICE. INQUIRE AT THE OFFICE IF YOU
HAVE NOT RECEIVED YOUR REGISTRATION PACKET.

Students
PASS-FAIL OPTION WEEK

on
Probation

PASS FAIL OPTION FOR WINTER 1979 TERM: MARCH 5th-MARCH
9th, 1979. (DURING NORMAL POSTED HOURS) AT ADMISSIONSRECORDS OFFICE .D101. OPEN TO UNDERGRADUATES ONLY.
SEE REGULATIONS POSTED IN OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS AND
RECORDS.

Ends Today, Friday
March 9th, ·1979
'

ATTENTION--STUDENTS ON
ACADEMIC PROBATION
Mid-Terms are over-where do
you stand?
Now that you have completed
·better than one-half of the current trimester. this is a good time
to sit down with a counselor and
assess the progress you are making in returning your record lo
good standing. Chances are. if
you've been seeing the counselor
in the University Counseling
Center who was assigned to you.
you've already reported to him
or her.
However. if you have not yet
had an opportunity to set up such
a conference. you should make
an appointment with a counselor

without delay. It is most important. especially with the end of
this trimester looming on the
horizon. that you know just
where you are going.
The.counselors have been most
successful in helping students to
redeem their records and are
looking forward to reviewing
your record with you. They may
have just the suggestion which
will meet your needs! All records
and conversations are kept confidential. of course.
So--be sure to stop by and arrange for.a conference as soon as
possible. The receptionist in the
University Counseling Center.
B115. will help you to find a convenient time.
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Wh~t's Happening
at UNI

Dear Editor:
Last week a great thing happened here at Northeastern.
Paralleled with the mayoral and
aldermanic elect i ons
Northeastern had its own elections for Student Senate. Some
may say : " Student Senate elections. so what? and some would
have been justified by saying that
about the past elections. which
were rather ho-hum . But the
Elections of February 'r/ and 28
were different.
Over 1200 students voted last
Tuesday and Wednesday ! The
greatest number of voting students in university elections for
quite some time. Though there is
some grumblings of ballot stuffing . I. personally. highly doubt
it. The real reason why the voter
turnout was so high was because
in this campaign the men and
women running reall y hustled .
Many of the ca ndidates. both
winners and losers . put . in long
hours of campaigning to get the
students to the polls.
The walls of Northeastern were

plastered with campaign posters.
Droves of Senatorial hopefu!s : · This week we are extensively
stationed themselves in strategic - honoring International Women's
s pots in the halls to make
Week as the following listings of
themselves known to the voters. programs will attest to.
Countless arguments and
FRIDAY MARCH 9
handbills were given to passing
At 2 pm. you can ·check out the
students to convince tnem to Gray Panther' s Radio Collecvote. Many students were ·e ven tives· " NOT FOR SENIORS
led to the polling table by the can- ONLY". This is a show that both
didates to vote. All this con- · you and your grandparents will
tributed to student awareness enjoy . Very informative ne·ws
and to the big voter turn out.
and interviews that quite often.
Now for the newly elected but not always. deals with issues'
senators comes the hard part . and problems that the elderly
making good our campaign pro- have to deal with everyday . You
mises . ,I will personally try to do just might learn something! Unmy best as a freshman senator til 3:30.
and be present to the students of
At 4 pm. tune in 88.3 FM for an
Northeastern. As Student Ad- informative and entertaining
vocate. I now have a stronger show which will feature music
voice as a Student Senator to help and an interview with two instudents . I wish to thank all those teresting women musicians. VL ,
who voted in this election and Valucha DeCastro and Laura
especiall y thanks to all those stu- Delise. · These ladies perform a
dents who voted for me. Your unique type of music they call
rntes have not been in vain .
Gregorian Funk' You may have
Sincerely. caught their performance yesterDavid A. Jenkins day here at school. but if you misStudent Advoeate sed them. you won't want to miss
this program. About one hour.

Off The Track
by Donald Czowiecki
E\'ery student he re at U:\II
should be familiar with the te rm
" books ." .Books a re those printed
sheets of paper held together ·by
strings and cardboard tha t are
required reading for classes .
Now you· II probably want to
know wha t .. reading" is!
Seriousl y though. after reading
a couple (.)f te xtbooks for several
months a student is li able to
forget the a lphabet. In order to
gi ve stude nt s a break from textbooks . a new publishing firm is
about to re lease its first publicati o ns . Th e firm is ca lled
· Pickpocket Books' a nd their
books a re gua ranteed to take
rnur mind off of school.
· The following list has been
compiled to present the best of
the new books. All of them a re
hight~· recommended .
·' Boogie to the Bigtime" by
.John Revolting. This is the story
of a young. good-looking. and
ta lented man who came to
Holly.wood and was welcomed
w ith op e n po c k e tbo o k s .
t oopsl ... open arms. and became
the biggest name in showbiz.
" Boogie or Bust" by Leste r
Agford . This book is similar to
the fir st e xcept tha t it is a bout a
~·oung . ugl y-looking. and untalented man who came to
Hollywood and was promptly
sent ba ck to where he came
from .
··The Art of Breast-Feeding"
by D. P a rton. In this book . much
information is provided on the
subjec t that few people rea lly
know about. One of the chapters
explains how the author believes
the dairy industry can be pttt out
of business.
" The Fall of an Empire" by
.Jay N. Burn. A very interesting
story that really deserves attention. The plot is one-in-a-million
and probably will never be
duplicated . The book is about a
mayor in a large city who really
messed things up .in an election

year and how a woman won the
primary by telling everyone what
a poor job the mayor had done.
The clinching point of the book is
that she won without saying one
word about how she would correct all of the problems.
-- .Just Clowning Around" by
'.'l'ozo the Clown. There has never
been a book as revealing and
stunnlng as this one . The story is
about a clown and his battle to
become the head of the clown
syndicate . A truly interesting
cha pter is the one that tells about
balloon fighting in the streets and
how ce rtain people found the top
of Bucket Number 6 hidden in
their beds .
" The Dangers of Coke" by the
Poopsi Cola Co. In an effort to inform the public about thedangers
of Coke. Poopsi Cola researched
and e xperimented for several
years . One point that stands O:ut
in the book is that if you sniff
Coke . the chances a re you will
drown '
...Jack the .Jock" by Jack
Macho . This book should be of
great interest to sports fans .
becaus e it is a n a utobiography
about a n all-around jock. It tells
of his hopes. ambitions. and
dreams and how close they come
to reality . The main theme centers a round fame. girls. fame .
girl s. mo re fame . and more girls.
"How to Live Forever" by the
late Dr. I. M. Lifeless. This is the
onl y health book on the list and it
had its share of problems getting
published. Unfortunately. before
the last chapter was completed.
the a uthor died . But there is still
a good deal of information in the .
book. a nd the author personally
guarantees the results .

SATURDAY MARCH 10
Beginning at 10 am, WZR~ will
present a program .that deals
with " the recalling of american
products ." Are our products being produced more carelessly. or
are safety standards too high?
Find out by listening to this show
which will stretch out over a 3hour period.

SUNDAY MARCH 11
Beginning our morning and
hopefully yours will be a show
which will attempt to start out
your day in good spirits.
Progressive comedy will' be interjected throughout the morning
until noon .
At 12 noon. you' ll really get
woken up with the "SUNDAY
MORNING NIGHTMARE ... This
show features 3 (count ·eml
hours of outrageous music mostly from the Atlantic with a new
brand of music that is truly unique. ( Not for punks onlyl
And at 6 pm. be sure to listen to
··WOMEN WITH WINGS. " It is
our intention to provide our
liste_ners with music that reflects
women positively. music by
women that is rarely promoted
by commercial stations. and to
make the airwaves accessible fo
women whose voices have not
been heard and whose culture
has to a large extent been ignored . Until 10 pm .
·
TUESDAY and THURSDAY
from 11-1 pm. WZRD presents a
unique show called . .. jazz alive ...
As you might have guessed. this
show features jazz musicians
which range all the way from
Buddy Rich to Jean-Luc Ponty.

MONDAY MARCH 12
At 3 pm tune in the Wizard for
" BOXCAR BERTHA ... This program features excerpts from the
book Sister of the Road. by
Bertha Thompson. which was
Well. there it is . These published in 1937 (now out of
Pickpocket Books should take . print 1. This show was produced
your mind away from all of your bv the members of the Unlearntroubles and give you a few hours i~g To Not Speak Collective. One
of relaxation. If they don:t. the hour long .
best thing to read is comic books. · · At 7 pm . tune us in for an inThey' re much more furi ariyway, . terview and mus i'c with

" SISTERS BY CHOICE." a
feminist musical group who talk
about their music and their lives.
50 minutes long.
TUESDAY MARCH 13
At 4 pm . tune in 88.3 FM for an
informative program on the
" WOMAN SUFFRAGIST
-MOVEMENT... Feminist his
torian Susan Renny is interviewed
on
the early feminists
.
\
including Susan B. · Anthony.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and
others. She speaks about the
general opposition to the
Women's vote as well as the
more subtle opposition from the
Church. Renny claims the "abolitionists sold women out'' first using their hard efforts and then excluding them from victory. 50
minutes long.
0

/

WEDNESDAY MARCH 14
. At 3 pm. tune us in for an interesting look at women in a program called. "MANNEQUINS.
MILLIONETTES AND
WOMEN ." How well do you relate to Jackie Onasis . or
Elizabeth Taylor or even Farrah
Fawcett Majors??? This show
takes a look at women as
portrayed by the national news
media : the actresses. models
and wealthy upper class women
that the mass media seems to
consider important. These people
are contrasted with some strong
and creative women. involved in
movements for social change or
the everyday battle for survival.

The lives of the latter women.
whose heroism and struggles are
ignored by the national med}a.
are juxtaposed against t_he
idealized "superstar" wo~n
who are offered as role models
and examples to the world. About
one hour long.
At 7 pm. tune us in for a look at.
' ' SIX
WOMEN
PLAYWRIGHTS." In this show.
six women playwrights present
readings of their works and remark on what it is like to be a
women playwright. Included
are : HONOR Moore. editor of
THE NEW WOMEN ' S
THEATRE: Ruth Wolf. author of
THE ABDICATION: Alice
Childress. author of A HERO
AIN ' T NOTHING BUT A
SANDWICH; Tina Howe. author
. of BIRTH AND AFTERBIRTH ;
Corrine Jacker. author of
HARRY OUTSIDE and BITS
AND PIECES: and Myrna
Lamb. whose daughter reads ·
part of APPLE PIE. Just over 2
hours.

THURSDAY MARCH 15
At 4 pm. you' ll be interested in
hearing a review of the news
stories that captured the interest
of the alternative press fron:i the
month of FEBRUARY 1979.
Included are stories about : the
Phillipines. Vietnam. and Cambodia : the sixth anniversary of
the Supreme Courts· legalization
of abortions : the Urban League's
report on the status of Black
Americans: a report on the illegal auto factory speedups in
Flynt Michigan : a report on the
movement for workers ·
ownership of a Youngstown Ohio
steel plant :
report on a new
mining safety study : the death of
Nelson Rockefeller: and a look at
the recording industry and its implications on our lives for the
future .
At 8 pm. tune the Wiza rd in for
a complete listen to the
soundtrack of Frank Zappa and
the Mothers of Invention·s " 200
:VIOTELS ...

a

PRJNT, the offieially recognized student newspaper aerving Nortlaeutern' lllinou Univenity, 5500 N. S,t. Louis Ave., C~cago. Ill.
6062&, ia published each Friday during the regular academic year.
Material published herein ia not to he confuaed with vi~ws expressed
by the unive~ty adminiatratioa.
The editors have sole authcirity governing all material submitted
and r~rve..the right to edit copy. Editing implies that editors need
not accep~ all submitted material. Good journalistic standards will
he maintained.
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon, for the

following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed. Late copy or material
that does not conform to the standards aet forth under Print
publication policy will be handled accordingly by the editors. The
editors will publish, at their discretion, any letters to the editor, an-·
nouncementa, articles, photos, advertising or other submitted material.
Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor. Unsigned
~tters will not be published, but names will be withheld and remain
confidential upon request. Obscenties are discouraged.
'.l'he office of the Print is open daily and is located in room E-049,
north of the cafeteria. Oul telephone number is S83-4050, extensions
508 and 509, and 510. After 9:00 p.m. or after the switchboard is
closed, call direct 583-4065.
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' Please circle your responses to
the questions below. Tear off
completed questionnaire and deposit in any SURVEY '79 drop
. box. Results will be published in
coming issues of the PRINT.
/ ( Asterisked questions were those
submitted by readers.l

Army-NOY): Surplus • Camping Goods

YOUR LOCAL UNCLE DAN'S IS AT
3350 Bryn Mawr, Chicago

588-'H90

STOP IN
AND GIVE US
A TRY!!

II
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

..i~,
L-.4....~...

---~____......

. Would you agree or disagree that abortion should be an option 1
1
available to any woman?
·
1 strongly agree
I
2agree
3 uncertain
4disagree
5 strongly disagree

\

I

I
I

YOUR COLD WEATHER CLOTHING SPECIALIST!!

I

CCAB Digest
by Richard Vega
March has arrived! Let' s hope
that the weather will allow the
wun to visit UNI more often, so
we can finally say goodbye to
winter ! CCAB ( Commute r
Center Activities Board) has an
assortment of activities this
. week.
This week UNICORN FILMS
and ROLL' EM FILMS has a joint
presentation: THE GOODBYE
GIRL. The Box Office will have
ticke ts a vailable for Wed.nesday's showing. March 13,
Tuesday, UNICORN FILMS will
present THE GOODBYE GIRL
at 1: 00 p.n:i. ,in tll.e,MJDITORIUM
instead of the Unicom and on
Ma rc h' 14th ( We dnesday).
ROLL' E M FILMS will have the
movie shown at 7:00 p.m. in the
AUDITORIUM.
THE GOODBYE GIRL
is
basically a funny look about falling in · love. The movie includes

J

the well -known Richard. FEEHAUS presentation.
GIL EAGLES will appear in
Dreyfussand Marsha Mason .
Quinn Cummings ( who is the new · the AUDITORIUM at 1:00 p.m .
addition to the television series : on March 15. Thursday. ROVING
Fam ily) is intruduced as the in- ARTIST will indeed have UNI
tellectual Lucy. Qyinn helps put a hypnot ized with this strange and
touch to this movie more re- funny act! GIL EAGLES. noted
alistic and funny .
as the fastest hypnotist and
master of ESP . will most likely
Also occurring this week will
be the long-awaited· appearance have need of volunteers from the
audience. This will certainly be a
of TANTRUM and EUROPE.
These two bands are brought show to remember :
here to UNI by NIGHT
SPECIAL EVENTS will hold
CONCERTS. This event has been the delayed Homecoming Dance
foreshadowed by the two part re- on March 16. Friday in the
port published recently in the
ALUMNI HALL at 8:00 p.m .
PRINT, it is now time for the ac- which is titled : THE LAST ONE.
tual event! Be there at 7:00 p.m . This event is certainly the last
in the AUDITORIUM on Ma rch event. .. at least fo r this week .
Next week will include the two
13. Tuesday . CC AB's COFFEEHAUS will have Brian s h owings o f DO G DAY
Stevens in the UNICORN at 12 AFTE RNOON: the delayed apnoon on March 14. Wednesday. pearance of t he e nerge t ic
Find out what folk singing can do PLAYFA IR and ... Watch fo r the
for ears accustomed to hard next CCAB Digest.
roc k . Dro p by this COFSchool of Public Health
Univ. of Illinois at

IIADSKOftlB
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1 excellent
2 good
3fair
4 poor

I
I
I
I
I
I

How would you rate the students at UNI?
1 excellent
_2good
3 fair
4poor

I
I
I
I

IIPalth and ~utrilinn

rill JOD IIUJIDDfG u l'llrllNUltr
■ulc Coapoood ud Cnnctad ~ ftULI! ■TIU
.....,Ito Prod11ctr IIO•■ Ullll lutd oa a ■Olli 1iJ UJIIIJ IIIITIO■
Wrtctaa far
ocrwa ud Prodacttl ~ JUDD IIIIIAID
AtlOCiltt Prod11cor MTIJCIA CAIIJ Dlncted by 10.VI0 IL\IJIUJIO
.
~'!!"TOie. ..
_,\ , >tlC'!!Hl 1l l' U l 11i.r1 , ..
TICDICOLOI" ~

I I In general, how would you rate the faculty at UNI?

I

I

offrrrd in Riometrv .
J-:pid1•minlo~ _
, ·. r:n\' i rnnmenlal and O<·r up~tional Jlpalth . Hralth Ca rt' Ser\' ices and Ad·
rn lnistr<ll ion . f fpa[th Eduratinn. Int ernational

( 'nn<'Pn tralion s

·

How do you think your major compares to others in terms of difficulty?
1 much more difficult
. 2 somewhat more difficult
3 about the same as others
4 somewhat less difficult
5 much less difficult

II

Master of Public
He;ilth ( M.P.H.,
Master of Science
in Public Health ( M.s .,
Doctor of Public '
Health ( Dr. P.H.)
Doctor of Philosophy
in Public Health ( Ph. D.)

LOOKLJDA
KDIDIBGAll!D.

raised?
1 strongly agree
. 2agree •
3 uncertain
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

*"'What is your major?

t
I
I

The Medical Center. Chicago

II

Do you think Northeastem's entrance requirements should be

I
I
I
I
I

II

I,

*~Is there life after graduation?
1 I' m sure there is
21 certainly hope so
3 I've heard conflicting reports
4 I don't think I'll ever know
Uropygiu{ll i_s :
1 a metal alloy
2 a fleshy and boney prominence that supports birds' tail feathers
3 a drug
·
4 the legal right of using the profits that belong to another
5 none of the above

iI
Ii
I
I
I

Are you :
1 student
2faculty
3 Civil Service
4other :
j I'm not telling
Are you :

i· 1female
I

I
I
I
II
I

2male
If you have a question you'd like to have included in a future mini
questionnaire. write it in below :

TEAR OFF COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE AND DEPOSIT IN
A SURVEY ' 79 DROP BOX. THANKS!!

~~-----------------------

-~
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Survey '79 U·pdate
MINIQ~ULTS

32% strongly support ERA

Whatever happened to Baby Jane? There are those who are convinced that she's selling retreaded ~akers in Milwaukee. However, if_we can believe 85% of our respondents, the truth 1s that she's running for mayor of Chicago. One can only hope that the
latter occupation will be the more rewarding.

23% support ERA
15% were indifferent
18% are somewhat against
12% strongly oppose ERA

sru~ hes a cormc stnp character; 8% said he combined the two jobs ; and 43 c:c . had
no 1~ea. Though we don't know what James Mullen did in his spare time. he was the

Here' s how our respondents lined up on the ERA question :

MEN
24% strongly support ERA
33% support ERA
10% were indifferent
14% are somewhat against
19% strongly oppose ERA

WOMEN

The majority of our respondents indicated they have difficulty getting to campus.
(Somehow we weren' t surprised.) Those who use public transportation (39%) and
those who get here by private vehicle (44%) probably wish they were aimng the 17%
who trot to UNI on foot.
Although UNI is only minutes away for some, the majority of our respondents spend
the better part ·of an hour traveling to campus. Coosidering the many hours spent by
Northeasterners trying to get here on public transportation when weather conditions
were at their worst, UNI might want to offer a few sections o f f ~ next winter-<>n
CTA trains and buses.
How did Northeasterners feel about school being closed because of W? ather conditions? Most said it was great! Several qualified their erthusiasm by indicating that
the unexpected "vacation" was at least semible, if not inevitable, I.Ulder the
circumstances. It was suggested that closing was such a good idea that it really ought
to happen more often.
About a third of our respondents indicated that Northeastern's closing has been the
cause of plenty of headaches. Some made trips to school only to find it wasn't in
session. Others mentioned that professors have given exams and expected homework
to be completed even though lectures weren't given.
We did get the idea that UNI just isn't the center of the universe for the few respondents who indicated that somehow the fact that school was closed had completely
escaped their attention.
Know ye not Agincourt? Approximately 11% of our respondents did. It was at Agincourt in northern France that England's Heney (NU11Ero Cinco) squared off against
the French in the 15th-century. Hank's victory was eventually highlighted in one of
Shakespeare' s "histories," The Life of King Henry the Fifth.

~o is ,J. Mulle~? 45~ of our respondents said he's a former president of UNI; 4%

president of Northeastern from 1973 to 1976.

THANKS FOR HELPING
Spanish Club
Feminists
TIME-OUR FOR MID-TERMS
Some students have contacted us to let us know that they haven't had a chance to fill
out-and return the extensive SURVEY '79 questiomaires as yet because of other
responsibiliti~ such as mid-term papers and exams. Because members of the
SURVEY '79 research team will be working on the project during the entire
trimester, questionnaires are welcomed whether they came in right away or have yet
to be r_eturned. ~ach questiormaire is important to those of us who have spert many
hours m preparing them and will spend many rmre making sure respm,es are accurately recorded. We consider each one~ valuable contribution worth waiting for.
We thank the students who have returned their questionnaires and look forward to receiving those still on their way.

If yo~ would like ~ opportunity to express your opinions on the variety of topics covered m the extensive SURVEY '79 questiomaire, please let us know. Send your name
address, and phone number ·to us care of any SURVEY '79 drop box. Drop boxes a~
lpcated in the following places:
1. Library Circulation desk
2. Registration-Cashier' s Office (··Old Library'·)
3. Book Nook
.
4.GameRoom
5. Information Center (1st floor of the Beehive)

Folletts Book Nook
14- ~ar,ti,e9 "~&e1:." aj
a ei~,tn9 Sale

Winter UNI Jackets
were $21.95

·

Plain Jerseys
were

$

5.95

Sale Price $17.50
UNI Sweat Shirts

Plain T - Shi r ts

were $12.50

were

Sale Price $10.00
And Other
Spe,c ials

Sale Price $2. 9 5

$

3.50

Sale Pr ice Includes
Five FREE Let ters

I

l.

I t l l l ,
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an.n ouncements
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Monday, March 12

Compiled by Debbie Jo Byron

Glucose Tolerance test. Thursday, March 15, in RoomCC-217 .
All those who have made an appointment in Health Service will be
given this Free bl~ test to look for hidden diabetes. The person must
fast 3 hours before the test. Then he drinks a Prescribed dose of sugar
solution and one hour later a sample of blood is drawn. Results are
available in 2 weeks.

Anyone interested in working at the WINTER CARNIVAL on March
13, please stop in that day at the worker's booth in Alumni Hall. We
need many workers to run the games. sell tickets. give out prizes. and
entertain the children. Thank you for your help. Also .. we need
homemade bakery goods. If you make something, please drop it off in
Alumni Hall on March 12. Monday. or 13. Tuesday.
The Student Senate meetings for the month of March will be on the
12 and the 26 in room CC216 at 7:00 p.m. All UNI students are invited
., to attend .

What to watch for ...

March 13

The WOMEN'S STUDIES BOARD announces that its .annual election
is set for March 28 and 29, with March 21 being the deadline for applications to be turned in to C-520. The following positions will be up
for re-election : 5 students. 3 faculty. 2 civil service, 1 at-large. On both
days elections will be held in the Village Square between 12 and 2 ahd
in C-520 between 10 and 12 and 2 and 4. Sample ballots will be available
for inspection after March 21 as will the applications of all people running in the election. Ballots will be counted in C-505 at 4 p.m. on March
29. The Women's St_udies Board is the academic counterpart of the
Women' s Services Board ( which is concerned with support services to
women students) . The Women' s Studies Board is concerned with such
things as cross-listing courses. supervising the Women's Studies
Minor. sponsoring teaching and research on women and generally
promoting non-sixist education. The only requirements are an interest
in feminist education and regular attendance at board meetings on
Fridays. 1-2 p.m. All members of the university are encouraged to apply. but we are wespecially eager to get students and staff who are
committee to women's studies. The entire university community is
eligible to vote. The elections committee consists of Angeleina
Pedroso. Sarah Hoagland. and Valli Opsahl.

The DPMA (Data Processing Management Association) will have
their meeting March 13. 1979 at 1 p.m. in2-005. The DPMA will have a
speaker on March 27. 1979 at 1 p.m. in CC-216. Mrs. M.J . Verity ( IBTl .
Topic: Writing resumes for employment applications.
The STUDENT COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHIWREN will
hold its 4th Annual Winter Carnival on March 13, 1979. The Carnival
runs from 10 a .m . to 9 p.m. in Alumni Hall. There will be games such
a5 Blackjack and Poker. popcorn. homemade goodies and prires.
1bere will also be a "disco corner." 1be Carnival is a benefit for
Children' s Memorial Hospital. and will also be a special activity for
exceptional children in the area. Please join us for some fun and en. tertainme!lt and support a worthwhile cause.

March 14
ALL

NEWLY-DECLARED

PSYCHOLOGY

MAJORS--The

psychology Department has once again planned two orientation meetings for new majors. All students who have recently declared a
psychology major must attend one of these meetings. The meetings
will be on March 13 at 1:00 in S-311 and on March 14 at 6:00 in S-351.
Come meet faculty and staff and learn about the Psychology Depart, ment' s requirements. programs. and services.

March 15

RESUMES
PLANNED-WRITTEN
PRINTED BY
BUSINESS EXECUTIVE
REASONABLE RATES ,
FAST SERVICE
FOR MORE INFORMATION ,
WRITE:

RESUMES
S.A.M. ANNOUNCEMENT: An important S.A.M: meeting is CQming
up on Thursday, March 15th. Please come. Meetings are held every

P.O. BOX 11410, CHICAGO , 60611

Thursday at 1 p.m . in S-131 except when S.A.M. sponsored programs
conflict.

COLLEGE

There are 8 undergraduat_e and 2 graduate positions open on the
Commuter Center Board of Managers. Any interested students should
contact William J . Rzepka in room E-210 or at ext. 501 before_March
12. 1979.
There is one.. position available on the committee to evaluate the
Women's Studies Program. Any interested students should contact
William J . Rxepka in room E-210 or at ext. 501 before March 12. 1979.
SPANISH CLUB members planning to attend the IMMERSION

WEEKEND at George Williams College Lake Geneva Campus April
27-29 are requested to bring a $25 deposit to Dr. O'Cherony. If the registration form was mailed directly to your home. complete it and attach to your deposit. This is a never-to-be-forgotten weekend . Don't
miss it..

EXOTIC JOBS!

GRADUATES

Lake Tahoe Cal!
Little exp. Fantastic tips (pay)
$1700-$4000 summer
35,000 people needed in
casinos . restaurants . .
ranches, cruisers , river rafts!
Send $3.95 for info. to
LAKEWORLD ES , Box
60129. Sacto. CA 95860.

DON'T TAKE CHANCES WITH
YOUR PARALEGAL CAREER NOT ALL LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAMS
ARE THE SAME
A Roosevelt University Lawyer's Assistant represents the mark of quality and acceptance in
today's legal community.
If you are a college graduate and qualify, why not give
yourself an advantage by attending Roosevelt University's Lawyer's Assistant Program which is fully accredited by the American Bar Association.
Since the Fall of 1974, 1,250 graduates representing
over 230 colleges and universities have chosen Roosevelt's Lawyer's Assistant Program for their career training.
Specialize in: Corporations - Estates, Trusts and Wills
- Litigation - Real Estate and Mortgages - Employee
Benefit Plans* - or become a Generalist*.
Over 325 law firms, banks, corporations and governmenta l agencies throughout the United States have
hired . Roosevelt graduates.

SAILBOATS! CRUISE
SHIPS! No exp, High Pay
See Carribean , Hawaii .
Europe , World! Summer
Career. Send $3.95 for info. ,
to SEAWORLD. ES, Box
60129 , Sacto, Cal 95860.

SESSIONS
□
□
□
□
□

Spring Day/ February 12-May 4, 1979
Spring Evening/March 13-August 25, 1979
Summer Day/ June 11-August 31, 1979
Fall Day/September 24-December 17, 1979
Fall Evening/September 11, 1979-March 1, 1980

* evening

program only.

PII

- - - - - - - - - SEND TODAY - - - - - - - - Lawyer's Assistant Program
-.~
ROOSEVELT UNIVERSITY
(312) 341-3882
~

430 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60605

•

12

Please send me information on Roosevelt's Paralegal Program.
D Spring Day Program
D Spring Evening Program
D Summer Day Program
D Fall Day Program
·
D Fall Evening Program

II

Nam"--- - -- - - ' - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - Addres,,,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ phon.,___ __
City• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ state
Zip _ _ __
Roosevelt Universify admits students on the basis of individual merit and without regard to race, color, creed, sex, or
' - physical handicap. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ j

-

Now Playing At A Theatre
NearYou

' ~arch 9, 1979
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THE DEER HUNTER is a disappointment. Since its opening on
the Coasts before Christmas. to
qualify for this year's Academy
Awards. there have been a considerable number of highly complimentary words written about
this one hundred and eighty-three
minute undertaking.
Perhaps the severity of our recent weather has affected the
way we see things in this town
but - Michael Cimino·s extravagant portrait of the Vietnam War's effect on three of its
participants and their friends
does not contain half the impact
the film has been credited with.
The medium of film has the
power to numb and manipulate
an audience. Who can forget easily the experience of watching
THE EXORCIST. JAWS. LAST
TANGO I:'J PARIS or the final
scenes of DAY OF THE LOCUST
or TAXI DRIVER. an unbelievably powerful movie that
sta rred Robert De Niro. the lead
c hara cte r in THE DEER
HUNTE R?
In the hands of director
Michael Ci mino. who also was involved in the producing and the
writing of the story. the fil m
becomes an overlong monster
that is dazzling to behold but surprisi_ngly simple and shallow in
its conceptions.
Five buddies work in the blast
furnace of a small town steel
mill. Three volunteer to go to
Vietnam Before they leave one
is married and the reet go hunting in th_e mountains. That's the
first hour of the film in three sentences.
Half of which could be
eliminated by a reasonably competant editor. Three dances less
at the reception. a couple less
cases of beer consumed on
screen. a chorus or two left unsung of " You're Too Good to be
True" and a little less of the actu alit ies of the wedding
ceremony itse.f and most of the
job is done .
But even at the three hour plus
length of the story seems muddled. in particular. the Vietnam

sequences which were filmed in
Thailand. The political pressures
within the country that shortened
the stay of the film company cannot take all the blame.
Hamlets are bombed. Women
and children slaughtered by the
VC . De Niro gets to use a
flamethrower . Choppers land
with fresh troops. De Niro and his
buddies t Christopher Walken and
.John Savagel are tortured by
captors who force them into a
sa distic game of Russian
roulette . They escape and are
separated .
Cimino isn't directing a film.
he's directing fragments . If THE
DEER HUNTER was a puzzle.
there are a lot of pieces missing .
He couldn't stop himself from
telling very little detail about life
in the Pennsylvania mill town.
but once on foreign soil his narrativ e flow is infuriatingly
sparse.
One as pect where THE DEER
HUNTER is not found lacking is
in the acting department. The
performances far exceed the
material. The cinematography of
Vilmos Zsigmond combined with
the talents of the cast are what
qualifies the picture for those
nine · Academy Award nominations.
Of all the images of absurdity
and horror of the conflict in Vietnam to be smitten with. Cimino
chooses the game of Russian
roulette as his chief metaphor.
And once chosen. he is hard pressed not to inject the scene as
often as possible. The game that
is introduced in the prisoner-ofwar scene is found flourishing in
the back streets of Saigon where
an international gathering . play
for money and kicks.
Cimino is taking a gamble in
THE DEER HUNTER and loses
out in the masterpiece .
sweepstakes. It is a film that will
be remembered for De Niro.
although he has done better work
before. and his fellow cast members.· Walken. Savage. John
Cazale and Meryl Streep. Occasionally . Cimino fi nds a harrowing image such as socks be-

Fictional Detective
Outscores
Factual War
ing sent to a legless veteran or a
soldier collapsing withim himself
when he cannot remember the
dates of his parent's births.
·But these all are but negated
when he fi res off a cheap shot
like the group rendition of "God
Bless America" after a painful
burial. It is an offensive moment
which highlights Cimino' s lack of
taste and insight. Like the game
of Russian roulette. DEER
HUNTER is a living example. for
every live round in the chamber
. there are five blanks.
MURDER BY DECREE does
not suffer from the problems that
faced Cimino. It is the 135th entry
into the films of Sherlock Holmes
and is founded on more sensitive
direction and a sounder script. ·
In this tale the unflappable detective is faced with a mystery
that causes him not only to loose
self control but wonder about the
sta te of the very class system
that he holds so dear. This
version presents a more human
Holmes who attends the opera in
white tail and tails and a deerstalke r cap with the even
familiar Inverness cloak.
The picture. directed by Bob
Clark t BLACK CHRISTMAS.
DEAD OF NIGHT\ . is a more
welcome addition to the ever
growing lists of Holmes movies.
Its subject has beel'I done before
in A STUDY IN TERROR t 19651
in which Holmes and Watson
seek out and battle Jack the Ripper.
Clark bases his film . which is
bade on a much bigger budget
than STUDY IN TERROR. on the
six part BBC series which ran on
public television several years
ago.
He claims that the theory he
proposes. which . the BBC series
explores and gave the most
credence to. is not out to rewrite
history and solve officially the
fa ctual case with a fictional detective . ··I really didn't want to
depict history or prove necessarily any theory. " Clark told me.
·· But using this theory with
Sherlock Holmes made. a great
notion for a morality play. The

conduct of governments. for example. and a hell of a yarn on top
of it. ..
Clark. an American. who now
lives in Canada assembled an impressive cast which include four
of Canada's leading performers.
Christopher Plummer t as
Holmes). Donald Sutherland.
Susan Clark. and Genevieve Bujold. Also in this illustrious com-

be considered the ultima te role
model. graced with the power of
deducation all of his own and a
delightful sense of humor.
Clark recreates the
dangerously foggy streets of
Whitechapel where the Ripper
murders occurred with a firm
and affectionate eye. While the title. I feel. gives away too much to
the strict mystery purisLc;;. Clark

Robert DeNiro and John Savage are up to their knees in more than
water in THE DEER HUNTER.
pany are David Hemmings. John
Dielgud. Anthony Quayle and
Frank Finalay as Detective
Inspector Lestrade.
In the role of Watson .
MURDER BY DECREE. has
struck a windfall in the
personage of James Mason. With
all due apologies to Nigel Bruce
who Watsoned to Basil
Rathbone·s Holmes. Mason may

agreed. but tried to defend his
choice. ·· Ir s more important
why. anyway. The way of it is as
equally important as the whol.
The motivations are actually of
more interest than the
perpetrator ...
Either way MURDER BY
DECREE will hold the interest
and that is elementary to enjoying any pi cture.

YOUR
EDUCATION
DOESN'T
STOP
HERE
Your education doesn"t stop with a haccalaureate degree. It begins
there. Once you enter the world of work . you will gain valuable ex perience and really discover what it"s all about to use what you learned
in college.
Take the Air Force for example. As a commissioned officer you11 be
handed executive responsibility on your very first job. You'll manage
people and complex systems . You'll be expected to perform well . and
you'll be paid well. too . lt"s worth working for.
You can get there through the Air Force ROTC program. In fact. we
have a scholarship plan that will net you $100 a month tax free and
pay for all tuition . books and lab fees . And that will free you to concen trate on your studies so you can gel well prepared for where you're
headed.
Check it out. Find out how you can get into a "graduate" program
like the Air Force. Ifs a great way to serve your country. and possibly
find your formal education extended at Air Force expense as well .

Call Capt. Cha'rles Den o nn
Det. 195
Ill. Inst . of T ech .
3201 S. Michigan
Phone: 567-3525

D
James Mason, Frank Finlay and Christopher Plmmer pause at the scene of another victim of the infamous Jack the Ripper.

ROTC

Gateway t o a g rea t w ay o f life .

,' ;~/;~ ,.' ,•,, •1:,,t,11,'~•; •.f',1 \ .\ , .... ,•/, l

Disco Nick.

\l free classill~ds .,
Tickets for the
GOODBYE GIRL
available at the .box office
UNICORN FILMS
March 13-Tues.
1 p.m . Auditorium
Roll •em Films
March 14-Wedns ..
7 p,m . Auditorium

Soc. and Hum. Committee.
Congratulations goes to us for
finding the only deli in ~ton
that was open at 3:30 in the morning.
Legal Committee
To Ron and Patti.
Happy Birthday and many more
to come!
Eileen
Lee and Alex.

I must say the two of look "so
AT THE BIOGRAPH
fine"
together--see you in two
"ROCKY HORROR PICTURE
weeks.
SHOW'
The Matress Thrower
FIRST ANNIVERSARY
TONIGH'I: (FRll IF YOU
.
HAVEN'T SEEN IT YOU JUST CoperNICKus.
DON'T KNOW WHAT FUN 320 years is a long time to wait
· for the next eclipse. I'd settle for
YOU'RE MISSING! ! ! ! ! !
the next full moon. How about it?
Diamond Lil
Mork.
The Psychology Department's
When do I get a repeat
Career Planning Center provides
performance
of your fantastic
job matching services for psych
athletic ability? ( Remember at
majors looking for immediate
the health club? l
full or part time employment in
Mindy
the field . Come to S313B or call .
ext . 676. 668.
JWKIII.
I'm very proud of the way you
handled the situation last
weekend!!
P .S. That fog was really
something too! ! !
RM
FOR SALE : 1969 Buick mid-sized
wagon-430 · eng. PS. PB. AC.
AM-FM. etc. $350 Call Bill
68.'>-3141.

ai1 tec1
WANTED
A ride to UNI from the Pulaski
. . and Fullerton~ area. Any time
before 9: 00 AM weekdays. Call
ext. 505 and ask for Rick.

WANTED: 2 Male Chauvinist
Pigs. I brown eyed and I blue
eyed that put salt shakers in innocent girls pockets. Verv
Dangerous. Anyone seeing 2 me~
fitting this description. please
call - I HOP. VINCES. WNEDY's
ROSELLES. OR. any restaurant
short on salt shakers.

Personals
To the infamous "Mr. Gucci":
I rear 'back in righteous indignation to think that the GA
was deprived of your dilatory
speech on Sunday.
An Honorable Incognito Delegate
( Initials. A.0 . l
Kathy Kaporis :
Congratulations. el Bucko. you
little Rookie you. Long live kinky
rels and gaffers! ! !
Sue and Angie. Boston Deli
Deliverers

If it wasn't for you. I would have
nothing to do on Wednesday
nights . Keep them coming in.
Sue (the personal person)
Camille.
Dancing with a guy is one thing.
but asking him into the corner?
P.S. He's OK. but no comparison
to Joe!
Munchkin ·

Galaxy and Phoenix.
We have to start getting ready
for the summer: ,the angles have
to stick together on that
treacherous beach!!

BBC
D.J ..
Finish your homework yet?
Little Girl

• , l ~1
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Dear uper-Jew.
I' m F rI·g·d
I ,
You'd better start showing up to Welcome to the group.
history! Have you perfected your
I'm Shy
hamburgers yet? Take care of
shortstuff's book. or else!! Get
Windsor Inn.
me some windex please!
Thank you for the drinks and for
The Glass Eye
._ putting up with me and my
: behavior .. you're really nice. I
Dear Tim-Fu.
would love tQ do it again!
·
Your great martial art.ism will
*•
.
,
Thine Wine
soon fade in the event that you .
P.S. THis was a preview to F.
keep missing those Monday
nights! keep smiling. And thanks
Binaca.
for being such a good friend.
We have to get a blast out of
Happy Birthday.- And many more
some weekend when we're both
more to come!!
Shorthander not busy!!
ComeGum
Dear Thissy.
I think that's what your name is.
I saw you at smiter' s the other
night and I think you are the most
beautiful gal that my eyes have
ver had the pleasure of seeing.
Plea~e reply!!!!!!!
The 6' 2" blonde fox

Ilene .
Don Ho.
I don't like Jason better think of
Happy Birthday!! Hope you parsomething else.
.
ty
hearty this weekend'! Aloha!
???
BandJ.
Wanna play chicken? OR are you
into double-breasted turkeys??
the HARDCORE girls
Dear B.B . Rich.
I just don't understand what you
see in those other girls when you
could have me'
Your secret admirer

_Mike Palazon.
Glad you talked me into going to
RCB . And yes. you do snore!
One who was there
Romeo.
I am so scared - I feel so different.
Juliet

Musk .
Sometimes we are blind to our
feelings because we are so close .
Masumi

Dear Cathy.
Whatever you decide to do about
Jeff. I hope it'll work out and bring you only happiness. You deNick.
serve it!
Glad to see you survived last
D.L. · Tragedy.
Friday' s afternoon fest ivities!!!
.. All the world is a stage and we
Edis too!!!
are but actors ...
Doc
Comedy
Ed.
Dear Foo-Foo King.
Hope you haven' t knocked any . 'Iltanks for guiding a certain BigE. .
person home from school!! I Thanks for lending an ear and a
houses down lately!!
don't
think the Doc-mobile would heart on the big green limoseine.
Love & Hate. Toots
have survived without you'!
it· s ok to beat me in ping pong
P.S. Is it still sticking out??
P .S. Thanks for' all your help on now!
the 2nd floor .
Little Girl
Babe.
DocM.
Good things come with tall.
Dana and Rick .
dark and handsomes !
Congratulations on getting D's on
Little Girl John .
You have a great way of showing your geology. Keep up the good
a person how to not ruin a
work .
Golden Bear,
microfilm projector!!
Straight A Student
Just wan_ted to say. "Hi" .
RM
Jazz Dancer
D.J . and Big E .
Wine .. pizza and good friends
always make studying more fun!
Little Girl

To : Honorable Delegates of the
Syrian Arab Republic.
We really worked it out
together on this one. Thanks for a
great time' Will Harvard be the
same without us?
Love. The Delegate of the Legal
Committee
Mrs. G ..
You make great pizza. bui if I
don·t stop eating it. I will not fit
into my dress for thw wedding
(Gerry and Debbie's. didn' t want
you to get the wrong idea! 1.
Thanks for all .
"
Sue
Carol D .. ·
Now that we have to study. when
are we going to be able to play
dots.
TomG .

Dick.
To Barbara Streisand. Alias
Now that Wednesdays · are no
Noah :
longer boring we've got to get a
You really are a true blue _
refrigerator for the beer.
friend . even though you swing
Lay-out-man
from the trees in Marengo. you
wild and crazy girls .
Trish, ·
Your BBC Counterpart for the InWe want you on the slopes!
ternational Society of Zany Disco
RJ.D.DJ
Dancers

.Jerry.
Nice Day?
Tornado.
Do you have Rapp germs? Chortle. chortle'
Soul Man
Barb.
Hi there! Hey there' Ho there!
Can you fix my typewriter? It
has a few bugs in it.
ar
Dominick.
ls last Friday's teasing an example of what Florida will be like?
That"s ok. ifs friends like you
that keep me going .
Barb
Converter Check.
Thanks for taking me with you on
Friday . I' didn·t know wine
glasses had two stems.
.,., ' Wild and Crazy girl
IRISH.
Looking forward to the retreat.
Study your constitution.
Campaign Manager

Athie.
Here· s the personal I promised
you. Just keep on selling those
books.
Liquid Paper buyer
Lucy.
What can anyone say to one of
the nicest girls I ever knew.
Dick
Sue and Tom.
March comes in like a lion and
then goes to Colorado.
Quagmire

Sweetrool Patti.
I love you just the way you are.
Love.
ME

Carrie.
Thank you so much for the party .
It really meant a ·lot to me. YES
you do snore !
Love.
Surprised
DJ and Big E ..
About last week's personal.
we're ready for more whenever
you are .
Cruz and Little Girl

2235 WHt How•rd St.
Ch ic•10

B•tw••n
Ridl• & WHt•rn A11•nuH

SATURDA V - March 17
St. Patrick;s Day Celebration

4il>~

-:

4)" "

LADIES NITE

50' Drinks All Ni•

MEN'S NITE

Dick .
I know he will forgive you for not
attending the meeting. If he
doesn't I will have to cut him off!

1 / 2 Prial Drinks • I to 12

25' BEERS - I to 12

Ts. sue

P.S. Congratulations to your
Dad .

FREE DISCO DANCE LESSONS

Zeiker.
This is absolutely the last time!
Don't y9u think about me?
Love. MeZ.
Sue I..
Congratulations on being an aunt
again. I hope everyone is doing
fine .
Love. Suez.

Sunday thru Thursday •
r=rlday. Saturday• •

$1.50 PITCHERS · I to 10

EVERYNITE - Disco DANCING

Positions Available - No Experience Required
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Varsity Finishes Last ·
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
For Over 40 Years The Standard of
Excellence In lest Preparation.
.. . . .
'

.
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The Quagmire

by Dick Quagliano
The varsity basketball team
hosted IIT last Friday in a game
to determine who would hold sole
possession of last place. ·The
Golden Eagles and the Hawks
went into the game both with
identical records of 3-8. The
Eagles put up a tough battle
before faltering 101-98. The loss
left the Golden Eagles with their
worst record in history: a lowly

The game opened with the
Golden Eagles enjoying a 15-6
lead. But good outside shooting
by the Hawks gave them the lead
with a little over ten minutes to
go. The game see-sawed back
and forth with IIT taking a 44-41
lead into the loc~er room at the
half.
It appeared that the Eagles
could be in yerious trouble with
three of their starters on the
bench at the end of the half carrying three fouls . But this was not
the case. Backed by the good outside shooting by Bruno Everett
114 pts.) ·and Eric Sawyer ( game
high 26\ the Eagles forged to take
a 65-64 lead. But as in many
games· previous to this one. a
lead that they would not hold.
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H PL: The Test Results

15'1- ."

What this means is that
translated into pounds I have 52
pounds of fat whereas I should
only have 29 pounds. This
translates into 23 pounds of excess fat.
The results of my oxygen
transport capabilities was not
much better. " Our testing indicat e d that your oxygen
transport capabilities were 36.7."
According to Dr. Lesmes and his
staff this proves to be an
.. average" rating . But Dr.

by Nick Calogeropoulos
them within a 30-30 tie at
The top two teams in the Thurs- halftime.
The second half was
day 1: 30 league being the (~l
Dazz and the (~l Buzzers highlighted by good rebounding
played each other in what could and 3 point plays by Dwayne
have been considered by some as Houston of the Dazz. Augie Doman early playoff comfrontati_on. inguez also contributed by
The Dazz and the Buzzers both · penetrating and collecting
had to rely on their ability to go numerous fouls .
inside to pull them through in a
The Buzzers played a good
game which had average height . second half but just couldn't comgoing at 6' 4" . The Buzzers relied pare to the continual bommostly on the muscle of Mike bardemnt of boards by Pitts and
Grajdura and ball handling of Houston. The Buzzers went to
Renee Rodriguez to pull them Mike Grajdura in the late going
through, while the Dazz de- along with Rich Schlitter. but
pended on 6'T' Brian Pitts and just couldn't overcome the Dazz,
Augie Domiltguez to provide both as the Dazz went on to win it
inside strength and penetration.
56-50 . .
The Men's Intramural basketThe first half had the Buzzers
leading the Dazz on good shoot- ba 11 tournament had 2
ing and inside play. but good free showdowns of undefeateds in the
throw shooting by the Dazz pulled Tuesday league this week. 1be

Final CCBC Standings
Chicago State
12-0
St. Xavier
8-4
Lewis
8-4
George Williams
4-8
St. Francis
4-8
IIT
4-8
Northeastern
3-9

6-19.

I got a call from Dr. Lesmes·s
office the other day. The caller
said. ··we have your test results.
if you come on Tuesday at 2: 00
we will go over them with you.· ·
So on Tuesday I went and found
that my fears wer~ true. " We
have determined that your percent to be 27'1- . For your
particular age ( 22l your recommended percent of fat should be

J.M. Prints

Even with Lenard Robertson
having the best game of his
career ( 19 pts. 14 rebounds\ and
Elvis Whitehead' s rebounding ;
the Eagles could not hold off the
Hawks surge as IIT went on to
win it 101-98..

Lesmes told me that I should be
in a much higher classification:
somewhere around 45-50.
The final part of the experiment was the treadmill. This determined my maxime heart rate
during running. I got my heart
rate up to 178 beats per minute.
which once again is not too good.
So feeling hopeless. I asked Dr.
Lesmes what he and his Lab suggested I should do to remedy this
situation . The first thing that was
to be done was to cut about 400
calories off my normal intake. •
This would mean going from
about 2000 calories a day to 1600.
The se cond recommendation
was that I run three days a week.
keeping my heart rate at 140. At
this rate. my body would only
metabolize fat and not easily
replenishible carbohydrates .
··One of the greatest misconceptions is that in order to lose
weight you must work harder .

This just isn' t true . If you work
rewl hard all you burn up is
carbohydrates. by keeping your
heart rate at 149 170<"c of my maxime1 you will metabolize the
most fat: approximately 400
calories each time _vou work
out : · says Lesmes.
What this all means is this :
There are 3500 calroies in one
pound of fat. By cutting down on
what I eat by 400 calories a day
seven days I would be less 2800
calories. And by working out
three days I would cut off another
1200 calories for a total of 400
calories of fat metabolized in a
week. At this rate I will hopefully
lose those 23 pounds of excess fat
in 20 weeks. This column will
keep you up to date on my pro- _
gress.
THE GOLDE N QUAIL
AWARD goes to Dr. Lesmes and
his staff for all of their help and
guidance with this article.

First Place Battles
Highlight Games
first matchup was between the
Stack Squad (4-0l and -Express II
( 4-0\ . The second confrontation
was between TKE (4-0\ and the
Pacers ( 4-0\ .
Express II and the Stack Squad
who play in the 1: 00 division
squared off in probably one of the
best and toughest played games
in the tournament thus far. Express II led by the outstanding
shooting and floor play of Mike
Chisholm had a 36-29 lead at
halftime before free throws.
Once again though, free throws
played a significant part in the
game. as Steve Flowers of the
Stack Squad shot 7 for 7 from the
free throw line to tie at 36 all.
The second half was mostly
Stack Squad as they took over
behind the rebounding and inside
play of Stanley Eames. Up by as

much as 11 points at the two
minute mark. the Stack Squad
slacked off thinking the game
was in hand. but never considere
the game over until ·the final
buzzer sounds. Express II came
back with steals and all out hustle to keep it close. playing to a
66-65 score before free throws.
Pat Fahey of Express II converted 1 of 2 free throws to tie it.
but Steve Flowers of Stack Squad
nailed the coffin shut by shooting
2 for 2 at the line to clinch it 63-66.
In the second showdown Tuesday. TKE took on the Pacers in
the 1 : 30 di vision and proved that
they should be in the top rankings
by beating the Pacers 59-45.
Behind the rebounding and i_nside
strength of Tony Hill and Wayne
Davis. TKE outplayed the Pacers
in every aspect.

Other action around the
tourney saw the Latin Connection
( 5-0\ blow out the Rat Pack (3-2)
in the Thursday 1:00 division
67-42. Led by smooth moving Fabian Pagan. the Latin Connection
coasted to an easy victory using
their definite speed advantage
over the bigger but slower Rat
Pack .
THE PRINT POWER RATINGS
I. Dazz 5-0 ( 3\ 60
2. Stack Squad 5-0 54
3. Latin Connection 5-0 46
4. TKE 5-0 36

5. Express II 4-1 34
6. Buzzers 4-1 'll
7. Hard-ups 4-1 21

~- Untouchables 3-2 15
9. Pacers 4-1 9
10. Sleps 3-2 3

